
Structural Operational Semantics
[Specifications of operational semantics via abstract
machines] “have a tendancy to pull the syntax to pieces
or at any rate to wander around the syntax creating
various complex symbolic structures which do not seem
particularly forced by the demands of the language itself”

Gordon Plotkin, “A Structural Approach to Operational Semantics” (1981)
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popularised use of rule-based inductive definitions
(of various kinds of relation), where the rules are
“syntax-directed”
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Structural Operational Semantics

Contrasting, but related styles of SOS:

� Milner, Kahn: evaluation relations (“big-step” SOS)

� Plotkin: transition relations (“small step” SOS)

� Felleisen: transitions using evaluation-contexts
(“frame stacks”)
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ML Evaluation Semantics (simplified, environment-free form)

Evaluation relation

s, e ⇒ v, s′

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

s = initial state

e = closed expression to be evaluated

v = resulting closed canonical form

s
′ = final state

is inductively generated by rules following the structure of e, for example:

s, e1 ⇒ v1, s
′ s′, e2[v1/x ] ⇒ v2, s

′′

s, let x = e1 in e2 ⇒ v2, s
′′

Evaluation semantics is also known as big-step (anon), natural (Kahn

1987), or relational (Milner) semantics.
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